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ARCH COMMUNITY CENTER IN NEPAL
INTERNATIONAL ARCHITECTURE STUDENT COMPETITION

Located between China and India, Nepal is all along the Himalayas. These 
high mountains offer a range of beautiful landscapes with the eight highest 
summits of the world. Nepal gets an important profit from the hiking 
tourism, which represents at least 10% of the GDP of the country. Although 
well exploited by the country, its environment is a difficult aspect for its 
development with a complex topography and a rough climate. Seasons 
rhythm the country’s activities with dry winter and summer marked by 
important monsoons.

The diversity of its ethnic groups, its castes, and its languages contribute to the 
richness of the culture of this country. Cults and religions take an important 
part of the Nepalese daily life; Hinduism, practiced by the majority of the 
population, has been coexisting with Buddhism for centuries. Architecture, 
culture and religion are tightly connected in Nepal, where the most beautiful 
wood or rock sculptures mainly stand in temples and monasteries. Nowadays 
cities and villages still come alive at the rhythm of religious festivities.  
 
With 29 million inhabitants, more than 85% of the population live in rural 
area. Nepal is divided in 75 districts, then in «VDCs» (Village Development 
Committee) who correspond to municipalities. Villages’ structure can differ 
from one place to another. Some are composed by groups of houses, with 
a dense typology. Other are more scattered, with houses separated from 
each other. Time perception is felt differently: it is common to have to walk 
for a few hours to walk across a village. These villages are sometimes badly 
connected or even not connected at all to the main cities, which is why 
education has been hard to access for a long time. Nowadays an important 
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improvement is visible, with 84% of alphabetisation 
in the young population. 

Nepal has been benefiting of its geographic 
situation between its bordering countries for a 
long time, being a natural stop for merchants and 
travellers. Today, it is left behind as compared 
to its neighbours. There are many challenges to 
development: drinkable water, electricity support, 
communication infrastructure, wastewater 
management, infrastructure for transportation… 
However, these last years, some aspects of the 
development have been considerably improved. 
Electricity support became constant in the 
major part of the country and communication 
infrastructure have improved even in really 
retreated villages.  

During the last ten years, Nepal has got through 
economic and political crisis, but its biggest 
challenge is to recover from the terrible earthquake 
that has devastated part of the country on 25 April 
and 12 May 2015. In the area around Kathmandu, 
earthquakes have destroyed a huge amount of 
constructions and caused more than 9000 deaths. 

In the aftermath of this disaster, international 
assistance has worked together to rebuild the 
country. The outcome was positive but not to the 
scale of the real needs. Two years after, the mains 
NGOs are leaving to other assignments, but the 
damage is still present. 

For this new edition, ARCHsharing is working in 
partnership with the Rock’n Wood humanitarian 
NGO. This association is involved in the 
reconstruction of the country by building different 
types of edifices in villages with important needs: 
community centers, schools, orphanages, … Their 
construction techniques integrate earthquake-
resistant designs, with the purpose to teach it 
to the local population. Rock’n Wood encourages 
the use of local materials and local techniques to 
integrate the construction in the context.

In this context, ARCHsharing, in partnership with 
Rook’n Wood NGO, invites participants to imagine 
the construction of a community center in an area 
20km away from Kathmandu. 

The goal is to propose a useful infrastructure 
which improves the daily life of the inhabitants. 
It shall be a community a building serving several 
of the village’s unaddressed needs. The facility will 
provide a community room, an atelier, a kitchen, a 
media/cultural space and bathroom (shower and 
toilets). 

Innovative and appropriate architectural 
arrangements will create a versatile building fit 
for the different uses. Special attention will be 
provided to aspects such as external areas, water 
supply, waste treatment, energy supply and local 
resources.

 THE COMPETION 
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 SITE

The site chosen for the competition is located 
in the VDC (Village Development Committee) of 
Pharping, approximately a two hour drive from 
Kathmandu. Pharping is composed of two different 
urban arrangements:  a main group of houses 
surrounded by more sparse areas. The competition 
site is in the sparse area. This region is famous for 
its Buddhist monasteries, with one of the biggest 
located in Dakshinkali, just next to Pharping.

The site is located towards the end of a valley 
with a stunning views on the landscape. It is a 
typical site of the Nepalese topography:  a plot of 
land with terraces, clinging onto the moutain slope, 
overlooking the valley.
This year, Rock’n Wood is building an orphanage 
on this site.  They will provide a similar site within 
one of the four areas around Kathmandu to build 
the winning project. To allow for optimal time 
management, the competition is set with no real 
site upfront, so that local authorities (community 
or association) save the 5 to 6 months it takes to 
design the project.  This will expedite paperwork 
and then, construction.
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Proposals will take into consideration the atypical 
Nepalese context, but at the same time will keep 
design freedom, creating an unique construction.
 
The winner will get the opportunity to build his/
her project with Rock’n Wood humanitarian NGO. 



 PROGRAM

 ELEGIBILITY

 REGISTRATION

The building shall be around 170 m2 and should 
contain: 
- community room for the village (60m2 minimum) 
- an atelier (artisanal, education, production, …) 
- a kitchen (common to the village, for families 
who don’t have their own) 
- media/cultural (place to access knowledge)  
- sanitary (toilet and shower) 
The building shall be fit for its various uses 
through architectural smart arrangements. Special 
attention will be given to aspects such as external 
area, water supply, waste treatment, energy supply 
and local resources.

The written curriculum is an indication to guide 
students. It is not mandatory to precisely follow 
the indications.

Registration is open to all students of schools 
and universities in relation with architecture, 
and to young architects less than three years 
after graduation. Teams can be multidisciplinary 
(architect, engineer, landscaper, …). An official 
proof will be asked during registration (student 
card, diploma, ...). 

Special registration                                      60€*

Normal registration                                        80€*

Late registration                                        100€*

FIRST PRIZE
1500 € + publication web site A’A’ / AV + publication ARCHsharing

subscription to the review l’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui.
50% discount on subscription to the review Arquitectura Viva.

SECOND PRIZE
1000€ + publication ARCHsharing

Publication web site A’A’ / AV
subscription A’A’ + discount AV

THIRD PRIZE
500€ + publication ARCHsharing

Publication web site A’A’ / AV
subscription A’A’ + discount AV

10 HONORABLE MENTIONS
5 Reviews archPAPPERS + publication ARCHsharing

CONSTRUCTION
Rock’n Wood will select one of the three winning projetcs for the construction.
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 CONSTRUCTION 

ARCHsharing gives the opportunity to the 
winning project to be built with the humanitarian 
NGO Rock’nWood. Competition site is a field 
corresponding to the most common characteristics 
in Nepal. This year Rock’n Wood is building 
an orphanage on this site.  ARCHsharing has 
partnered with Rock’n Wood for this competition.  
Our agreement states that Rock’n Wood will make 
its best efforts to find a similar plot of land in 
one of the four areas around Kathmandu to build 
the winning project, will make its best efforts to 
raise money for the construction, will liaise with 
local authorities to get the proper permissions, will 
supervise supply chain and construction, will be 
part of the jury.   ARCHsharing is not responsible 
for the construction. Both acting on the basis of 
goodwill and best effort, neither ARCHsharing nor 
Rock’n Wood make any commitment that actual 
construction will happen, and thus  shall not 
bear any responsibility whatsoever should actual 
construction not happen for any reason. 
 
The laureate will be encouraged to go to Nepal 
to participate to the preliminary studies and 
become involved in the construction work of 
his own building. The laureate participation is 
not mandatory. In that case the project’s rights 
will be given to Rock’n Wood. Registration to the 
competition means that the applicant explicitely 
accepts that, should the project win, all intellectual 
property rights will be transferred to Rock’n Wood.

For each team registration, ARCHsharing will give 
10€ to Rook’n Wood for the construction of the 
community center.



 JURY MEMBERS

Anna Heringer
Anna Heringer Architecture

Helena Sandman
Hollmen Reuter Sandman

Urko Sanchez
Urko Sanchez Architects

Antoine Ansquer
Rock’n Wood

Martin Rauch
Lehm Ton Erde

Line Ramstad
Gyam Gyam

Yasuhiro Yamashita
Atelier Tekuto

Aude Codron
Rock’n Wood

Delphine Desert
Atelier a+i

Gilles Perraudin
Perraudin Architecture

Luigi Rosselli
Luigi Rosselli Architects

Jury members have given their consent 
for their participation on June 6, 2018. 
However, their participation is subject to 
their professional constraints that may 
lead to a modification of the jury.
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Special registration

Normal registration

Late registration

Deadline

Jury

Winners announcement

Publication

Construction

02/01/18 - 11/03/18

12/03/18 - 14/04/18

15/04/18 - 06/05/18

09 may 2018

06 june 2018

13 june 2018

04 september 2018

October 2018 - June 2018

60€*

80€*

100€*
For each team registration, ARCHsharing will give 10€ to Rook’n Wood for the construction of the community 
center.

 CALENDAR
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 DOCUMENTS

Deliverables:

Participants will submit two types of documents. 
One panel, A1 size, (landscape or portrait), and 
one explanatory notice, A4 size. The A1 panel 
shall contain all graphical elements needed for 
a proper understanding of the project. Any kind 
of representation is accepted (plan, section, 3D, 
axonometry, models, ...). Files must be JPG format 
and no bigger than 10 Mo. File names will follow 
this template: TEAMCODE_A1_CCN (example: 
ACS_A1_CCN). Explanatory notice will be clear 
and concise, no longer than one A4 page. Font shall 
be Arial 12. Notice name shall follow this template: 
TEAMCODE_A4_CCN (example: ACS_A4_CCN). 

For the good understanding of the participants, 
the following documents will be given:

-Brief  stating the objective for the works
-Photos from the site and from Nepal
-Map for the plot of land (autocad and Archicad)
-Templates for submission (A1 and A4)
-Poster for the competition

IMPORTANT:

- Layout must follow the template given during 
the registration.
- Documents shall be submitted in english on 
ARCHsharing website : www.arch-sharing.com
- Submission deadline is 09 May 2018 at 23:59 
(UTC/GTM+2, Paris) 

 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Registering to the LWT competition implies 
tranferring an unlimited right of use, distribution, 
publication and communication of all submitted 
material to ARCHsharing. Should any material 
be further used, distributed, published or 
communicated by ARCHsharing, the authors’ 
names shall be mentioned. 

We would like to thank the jury members and our 
partners, withouth whom this competition would
not have been possible.
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 COMMITEMENT

ARCHsharing is committed to sending each 
participant the comments from the jury members. 
After the competition, a book will be published with 
different articles on the topic of the competition 
and the most innovative projects received. This 
publication aims at sharing and spreading the ideas 
of students worldwide. An inspiration on a specific 
theme for architects of today and tomorrow.


